
[អ#កស&' ស៖ *យ តុ..  អ#កផ1ល់បទស&' សន៍៖ 89ក ់ជី] 
[Interviewer: TS. Interviewee: KC.] 
 
[00:00]  
 

េនះខN O ំេរRបចំែកស8មVលឱXYលឺ។ ខN O ំេរRបចំ\ក់8កបឱX]ន*̂ត និង]នលឺ។  
Now I am making it listenable. I am putting covers on to make it beautiful and 
listenable.   

 
[00:12]  
 
[េ.កq 89ក ់ជ ីចិត និងេតស1 សេមrងរបស់អងs tច]  
[KC carves and tests the sound of the Angkuoch]  
 
[03:32]  
 
[េ.កq 89ក ់ជ ីេបxក9វ]  
[KC opens a tube of glue]  
 
[03:46]  
 
េតxqកំពុងេធ~ xអ~ ?ី 
What are you doing?  
 

ខN O ំកំពុងបិត េដxម�ីកុំឱXអ�1 តអងs tចរត់េ�រត់មក។  
I am sticking glue onto the covers so that the lamella will not move.  

 
ខN O ំ8ត�វស8មVលអ�1 ត មិនឱXប៉ះ�មួយ8កប។ 
I am protecting the lamella and preventing it from touching its covers.  
 

េតx&នអ~ ីេកxតេឡxងេបxYប៉ះ? 
What would happen if the lamella touches its covers?   
 

េពលែដលYប៉ះេ� អងs tចនឹងមិនលឺសេមrង ឬលឺរ.ស់េទ។  
If it touches them, the Angkuoch will not produce a resonant sound.  

 
[04:51]  
 
[េ.កq 89ក ់ជ ីេតស1 សេមrងរបស់អងs tច]  
[KC tests the sound of the Angkuoch] 
 
[05:18]  
 
[េ.កq 89ក ់ជ ីបន1ចិតអងs tចបែន�មេទRត]  
[KC continues to carve the Angkuoch]  
 
[05:53]  
 
េតxq8ត�វេធ~ xរបូ�ងYឱXដូច�# ? 
Do you have to make Angkuoch always in the same shape?  
 

ខN O ំ8ត�វេធ~ xYឱXដូច�# ។  
I have to make them with the same shape.  
 



ចុះេបxេយxងេធ~ xមិនដូច�#  េតxY&នប�� អ~ ?ី 
If they were not the same, what would happen?  
 

មិនដឹង!េគែតងែតេធ~ xYឱXដូច�# ។  
I do not know! People always make them the same.  

 
[06:28]  
 
[េ.កq 89ក ់ជ ីេតស1 សេមrងរបស់អងs tច]  
[KC tests the sound of the Angkuoch] 
 
េតxសេមrងរបស់Y�៉ងេម៉ចែដរ? 
How does it sound?  
 

សេមrងYមិន�ន់ពិេ�ះេ�េឡxយ!  
It is not yet good.  
 
ខN O ំ8ត�វេ9សេ�លYបែន�មេទRត។ 
I need to carve more.  
 

[07:04]  
 
[េ.កq 89ក ់ជ ីេតស1 សេមrងរបស់អងs tច]  
[KC tests the sound of the Angkuoch] 
 
រចួ�ល់េហxយ? 
Is it finished?  
 

]ទ! 
Yes!  

 
[07:19] 
 
សូមq*កល�ងេលងេ�េមxល!  
Play again please!  
 
[07:26]  
 
[េ.កq 89ក ់ជ ីេលងអងs tច]  
[KC plays the Angkuoch] 
 
[08:15]  
 
េតxqេលងេ\យរេបRប�? េតxqដកដេង� xម�៉ងេម៉ច?  
How do you play?  How do you breathe?  
  
 េបxចង់លឺ¢r ងំ ខN O ំ8ត�វដកដេង� xមឱX¢r ងំ។ ខN O ំ8ត�វផ£ Oំេចញ និងផ£ Oំចូល។  

If I want to have a loud sound, I have to have a strong breath. I have to blow in 
and out.  

 
[08:37] 
 
[េ.កq 89ក ់ជ ីេតស1 សេមrងរបស់អងs tច]  
[KC tests the sound of the Angkuoch] 



 
[09:21]  
 
ប¥¦ ប់ពី8qំ េតxឬស§ីេនះ]ន¨លប៉ុ¥© នៃថ¬េហxយ? 
After soaking, how long has this bamboo been drying for?  
 

ខN O ំបិតឬស§ីេនះទុកយូរេហxយ។ ខN O ំ¨លយូរេហxយ។  
I carve this bamboo a long time ago already. I have dried it for long time 
already.  
 
ប¥¦ ប់ពី9ប់រចួ ខN O ំ8ត�វ¨ល។ Yមិន�ន់]នស tតល̂េទ។ េ&r ះេហxយ ខN O ំ8ត�វែតពុះY 
ប¥¦ ប់ពី9ត់រចួ។ ពុះYេហxយ ខN O ំ8ត�វយកេ�¨លេទxបសេមrងេនះ®ចលឺ]នរ.ស់។ 
េបxខN O ំ¨លមិនស tត Yនឹងមិនល̂េទ។ េពលែដលខN O ំេធ~ xYទុកយូរអ °̄ ឹងេ� 
*ច់ឬស§ី9r យ�ស~ ិត េហxយ8កបY®ចប៉ះ និង±¦ ត់មិនលឺ។ Y²ត់ទុក³ ខូច។ 
After chopping it, I have to dry it. It is not dry enough [before chopping]. 
Therefore, I have to chop it. After chopping it, I have to dry it so then the 
Angkuoch made from that bamboo can produce a resonant sound. If it is not 
dried enough, it is not good. When I keep the bamboo for a long time, the 
bamboo becomes tougher. If the covers touch its lamella, it will produce no 
sound. It means it is broken. 

  
េតxq¨លឬស§ីប៉ុ¥© នៃថ¬?  
How long do you have to dry the bamboo for?  
 

ខN O ំ8ត�វ¨លYរយៈេពលពីរ®ទិតX។ កនrះែខេទxបY®ចស tត]ន! 
I have to dry it for two weeks. It takes two weeks to be well dried.  
  

េតxq8qំទឹកែដរឬេទ? 
Do you also soak it?  
 

អត់េទ! ខN O ំមិន8qំទឹកេទ។  
No! I do not soak it.  
 
េបxសិន�ខN O ំេធ~ xប¥¦ ន់ ខN O ំ\ក់េឆ̂xរេភr xង។ េឆ̂xរពីេលxេភr xង!  
If I need to make an Angkuoch urgently, I have to smoke it. Smoke on fire!  
 

សំុqេលងម1ងេទRត!  
Play again please!  
 

[េសxច…] េលងម1ងេទRត!  
[Laughs…] Play again!  

 
[10:59]  
 
[េ.កq 89ក ់ជ ីេលងអងs tច]  
[KC plays Angkuoch] 
 
[11:41 - END]  
 
 
 


